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The life as a cadet is one of the best experiences one can ever have as it 

teaches us life as it is and shows how it is to be an officer in the Indian Armed 

Forces. NCC is a voluntary organization engaged in grooming the youth of the 

country into disciplined and patriotic citizens. 

          I, Cdt Aditi Bose from No.1 (o) AIR SQN FLYING NCC, Bhubaneswar, 

Odisha would like to share the beautiful experience of my NCC camp. Around 

100 cadets from four colleges participated in 6 days Cadre Camp organised 

by No.1 (o) AIR SQN FLYING NCC, Bhubaneswar unit. 

The camp started on 17th Feb, 2021 our seniors taught us to built the tent and 

that was bit exiting for us to learn something new. 

 

After two hours of work we successfully built 4 tents and I was allotted to the 

1st tent. In every tent four to five seniors were present with juniors. 

 

At 4pm we were called for the roll call followed by some basic drill practice 

then we were given tea and biscuit at evening and after some time our 

Commanding Officer Wing Commander Santosh Babu welcomed everyone for 

the cadre camp. This camp was organised before ‘B’ Certificate examination. 

So we all were told to focus on the study part. In 2nd day we wore taken to the 

Sainik School for firing purpose. There were nearly 10 groups and in each 



group 9 cadets participated at a time. Before the actual firing process from 

.22 rifle they taught us the theory part like weight of the rifle and its parts. 

After the theory part we were given the .22 rifle for firing. It was my first time 

holding the rifle I was bit nervous, 4th no target was given to me by mistakenly 

I shot 1 bullet in 3rd target, we were given 5 bullets and in my target in shot 

only 2 bullets, but it’s fine I learned and enjoyed a lot. At evening we practised 

drill and after taking some rest we went to study. Our sir helped us to clear 

some basic concepts that was really helpful for us. 

     

Next day was my favourite day as we were again taken to Sainik School for 

Aero modelling. Some lucky cadets were given a chance to flew Remote 

control model as well as Control line model, and I was one of the those lucky 

cadets, I got a chance to flew Control line model. I was really very much 

happy to get the chance. 

 

On last three days at evening our seniors organised cultural events for us like 

dancing, singing etc. I participated in both singing and dancing. I was little bit 

nervous because for the first time I was singing. I sang the song (Khairiyat). 

After the song was finished a big round of applause in by everyone still 

echoes in my ear. I was proud of myself. 

 



 

At last I would like to say that this camp taught me to be a disciplined person, 

to accept people the way they are, courage and strength, motivated me to do 

something which made me a better person. I saw different side of our military 

officials and learnt that Yes! They crack jokes, giggle like others (although 

they are serious and commanding usually). As I return I take a very big 

suitcase of memories, lessons, new friends and the challenge to develop 

myself. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   


